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Repositioning patients in bed (boosting) is a common daily task of health care workers. Our aim was to measure
the physical load on nurses in a patient handling situation where a supine patient is repositioned toward the head
of the bed. The study was conducted in a laboratory setting. Assistive devices used in boosting were a cotton
draw sheet on top of a fitted draw sheet in bed (regular sheet) and a cotton draw sheet on top of a slide film,
which was in double sheet condition. Ground reaction forces (GRF) and perceived physical load (Borg CR10
scale) were measured in two experienced nurses who repositioned two voluntary test persons weighing 90 kg and
125 kg. The boosting tasks (n = 16) were performed on both sides of the bed and measured in both nurses. The
lowest rate of perceived exertion and the lowest requirement of force were measured when the slide film was
used. Difference between peak and baseline of resultant ground reaction force was used to describe the force
needed in boosting. The peak force needed in boosting was on average 38.1% less with slide film compared to
regular sheet, and the impulse of force was on average 40.6% less. Friction-reducing assistive devices can
decrease the force needed in boosting heavy patients. The results of our study can be used in workplace training
programs aiming to enhance ergonomics and reduce the physical load of nurses and caregivers who perform
boosting tasks many times a day in their work.

1. Introduction
Manual handling of patients in bed, patient transfers and boosting
tasks are common and frequent in daily work of health care workers
(HCWs). These tasks incur a physical load on HCWs who need ergo
nomic skills and knowledge to perform these tasks safely and maintain
their well-being and health at work. The research on the physical load of
health care work covers a variety of aspects and topics in patient
transfers, e.g. the workload of lifting the patient, use of lifting devices
and the various challenges in using them (e.g. Koppelaar et al., 2013;
Burdorf et al., 2013).
The physical demand of patient repositioning tasks was ranked by
nurses in the study by Callison and Nussbaum (2012). The most physi
cally demanding patient-handling tasks in an acute care hospital were
bed to chair, chair to bed, bedside commode to bed and bed to bedside
commode. The most frequent patient-handling task in an acute care
hospital was found to be repositioning the patient up in bed (Callison
and Nussbaum 2012). Holmes et al. (2016) conducted a pilot study to

determine if there are significant differences in the motion of experi
enced nurses and novice nurses when performing the same manual pa
tient repositioning tasks. The two repositioning tasks were moving the
patient (80 kg) up in bed (boosting) and transferring the patient from
bed to wheelchair. For the boosting task, a draw sheet was placed under
the patient, the nurse had an assistant on the other side of the bed, they
lifted the draw sheet and pulled the patient toward the head of the bed.
A motion capture system was used to record data, key joint angle profiles
were extracted and compared between the two groups. Average and
maximum joint angles for the spine, knees, elbows, and shoulders were
compared between the novice and experienced nurses, and no signifi
cant differences were found.
However, patient repositioning in bed (boosting task) can take place
without lifting the patient, and friction reducing devices can be used in
different transfer situations to reduce the physical load on nursing staff
(Larson et al., 2018; Koppelaar et al., 2012; Bartnik and Rice 2013;
Elnitsky et al., 2014; Weiner et al., 2017; Wiggermann et al., 2021). The
use of patient handling devices can pose risks, but nursing professionals
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can implement patient handling programs in ways that are safe both for
staff and for patients (Elnitsky et al., 2014).
The prevalence of musculoskeletal complaints is higher among
HCWs than in other occupational groups. The heavy workload in patient
work has been seen as a reason for increased musculoskeletal disorders
among HCWs (Hofmann et al., 2002; Schneider et al., 2006F; Andersen
et al., 2013), especially with older nurses (Apple and Letvak, 2021). The
risk associated with a single person patient handling situation is higher
than the risk in connection with lifting, for example, a box (Skotte et al.,
2002). In the daily work of HCWs, manual handling tasks like lifting and
repositioning patients increase the risk of developing work-related
musculoskeletal disorders, especially low back pain (LBP). Holtermann
et al. (2013) state that preventive initiatives for persistent LBP may aim
to keep the number of patient-handling activities below ten per day
among healthcare workers with sub-chronic LBP. In a one-year fol
low-up, however, for workers without LBP at baseline no increased risk
for LBP was found. Physically heavy work with frequent bending and
twisting is also connected with self-reported low back pain disorders
(Qin et al., 2014).
The highest risks for overexertion back injuries are caused in situa
tions in which patients are transferred in bed, into bed or out of bed
(Engkvist et al., 1998). The use of assistive devices decreases the risk of
back injuries, but despite this knowledge HCWs do not utilize these
devices regularly (e.g. Engkvist et al., 1998). Byrns et al. (2004) found
that the most common reason for not using devices is that there are no
mechanical aids available near the transfer situation or the work situa
tion is so urgent that there is no time to collect devices. Hignett (2003)
has conducted a systematic review on intervention strategies to reduce
musculoskeletal injuries in patient handling, and found that, according
to the HCWs, these devices are often not used due to the lack of time in
the hectic work on wards. Technical training in using assistive devices
alone is not enough to change staff culture. Instead, multifactorial in
terventions based on risk assessment programs are more successful in
learning to use assistive devices to reduce musculoskeletal injuries
(Hignett 2003). However, Hegewald et al. (2018) found in their sys
tematic review that the certainty of the evidence according to the
GRADE approach ranged from low to very low in interventions with
technical patient handling aids to prevent musculoskeletal complaints.
The availability and use of assistive devices and the actual skills to
use them have also been studied (Risør et al., 2017). In a 12-month
follow-up intervention the aim was to improve nursing staff’s use of
patient handling equipment. The intervention group had a more positive
attitude towards patient handling equipment such as the lifter, returner
and friction reducing canvas (that ease the handling of parts of the body)
and increased the use of specific patient-handling equipment more than
the control group (Risør et al., 2017).
Research has been conducted on what is the actual force HCWs need
in manual patient handling and how it can be lessened by using different
sliding systems or sheets placed under the patients in order to prevent
musculoskeletal disorders in the future. Alperovitch-Najenson et al.
(2020) examined the effects of using a slide sheet in repositioning
bedridden patients compared with the use of traditional cotton sheets or
carriers. The participants, 41 female nurses and nurse assistants filled in
questionnaires before and after starting the use of sliding sheets and
estimated the perceived workload and work-related musculoskeletal
disorders and disability. After 3 and 6 months of sliding sheet usage,
pain both in the neck and lower back, and disability due to musculo
skeletal disorders decreased significantly among the respondents. The
researchers found a clear reduction in work-related musculoskeletal
pain and disability after sliding sheets were introduced into nursing
practice.
Bartnik and Rice (2013) studied the use of an array of slide sheets
and compared caregiver forces required for boosting tasks. They refer to
the National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health (1981)
guidelines, in which safe spinal compression must be less than 3400 N
for workers involving patient lifting or transfer. In the study, McAuley

Medical disposable fabric slide sheet and Arjo MaxiSlide sheet in patient
repositioning produced spinal compression under 3400 N (L5–S1 and
L4–L5 joints), while the common cotton sheet just exceeded this limit at
L5–S1 joint. The study found that the use of friction reducing slide sheets
produces less internal spinal loads compared to traditional cotton sheets
(Bartnik and Rice 2013). Larson et al. (2018) followed the method
developed by Bartnik and Rice and added to the research double sheet
condition (two of the friction reducing sheets were placed on top of each
other with the patient lying directly on top of the sheet). The use of
double sheet condition resulted in significantly lower forces needed
compared to the use of single sheet condition (Larson et al., 2018).
Friction is a function of the normal force, which increases with pa
tient weight and explains why physical stress is greater when moving
heavier patients. Wiggermann et al. (2021) conducted a study in which
nurses performed four repositioning activities, namely boosting, lateral
repositioning, lateral transfer and turning for patients weighing 50 kg,
77 kg and 141 kg. Repositioning aids appear to reduce physical stress
commensurate with their friction reduction, which is logical because the
forces required in repositioning patients were primarily horizontal. The
results show that only air-assisted transfer devices reduced compressive
forces in the lumbar spine in boosting tasks to accepted levels of 3400 N
(Wiggermann et al., 2021).
In the study by Fray and Holgate (2018), the hand forces used in
patient transfers were measured in a laboratory setting. The participants
of the study (n = 21), who were both novice (n = 10) and expert (n = 11)
users of market standard slide sheets, boosted a 68 kg mannequin pa
tient in bed. The physical force at each hand was recorded in four
regularly used techniques to move a supine patient towards the head of
the bed. In three of these techniques (parallel stepping, rotation, 2-per
son oblique pull up bed), two users performed the task, one on each side
of the patient’s bed. The fourth technique was performed alone from the
head of the bed (single person pull up). No statistical difference was
found between the forces in the left and right hand, between the upper
or lower hand or between the novice and expert users. Perceived
physical load (Borg CR10 scale) differed significantly between the
techniques. Using rotation technique in boosting scored the highest for
both user groups, and 2-person oblique pull up bed lowest. However,
there was large individual variation in forces, and “unsurprisingly, the
use of two carers reduced the force needed to complete the transfer per
individual” (p. 638).
Jäger et al. (2013) investigated friction reducing devices for posi
tioning patients using 3D multisegmental biomechanical modeling. Two
caregivers with extensive professional experience acted as nurses in the
study. The patient was, in the manual handling situation, a totally
non-cooperative person. Data on nurse’s posture and action forces were
separated and subsequently used to estimate relevant indicators of
lumbar load in the temporal course of a transfer action. Jäger et al.
(2013) found that in a conventional mode of transfer, moving the patient
towards the head of the bed, the compressive force in the L5–S1 joint
was 6500 N and while using small aids the averaged peaks of force
amounted to 2000–3000 N. Amini Pay et al. (2021) compared three
methods of slide sheet use and a baseline method (no slide sheet) in a
boosting task of a 70 kg patient. Each caregiver performed three
different repositioning tasks alone: “boosting” (performed from the head
of the bed), “turning away” from the caregiver and “turning towards”
the caregiver. In “turning away” and in “turning towards”, the caregiver
turned the patient from supine to side and placed a pillow behind the
patient’s back (Amini Pay et al., 2021, p. 2). Torso angle and normalized
vertical ground reaction forces (GRF) were reduced during boosting
with the slide sheet compared with the baseline method. Using the same
slide sheet set in these three different ways all resulted from 6 to 12%
reduction of normalized vertical GRF compared with the baseline
method’s peak value (p < 0.005). Amini Pay et al. (2021) conclude that
the slide sheet provided biomechanical benefits in patient boosting
tasks.
A controlled laboratory setting was used in a study by Theou et al.
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from a rolling rack. In repositioning, the length normally used is from
the thigh to the head of the patient, on both sides of the bed. The slide
film is placed under the patient before repositioning and removed after
use. The friction reducing film is used in double sheet condition so that
the friction reducing sides are against each other, and the draw sheet is
on top of them. Using the film this way, the patient can be repositioned
by sliding.
The bed and mattress used in the experiment were similar to those
typically used in Finnish hospitals. The bed was Merivaara F860, width
91 cm, length 216 cm, with adjustable height of 84–149 cm. The height
of the foam mattress was 13 cm. However, unlike in hospital use there
were no side rails or walls at the ends of the bed. The two nurses stood on
either side of the bed throughout the transfer as shown in Fig. 1. (One
assistant on the floor is making sure that the bed is not moving.)
The patient was in supine position, arms crossed on the chest. The
nurses worked together, and the GRFs of one nurse were measured at a
time. Both nurses performed the repositioning of the patient on both
sides of the bed. First, the nurse performed the measured repositioning
at the right side of the patient and shifted the weight from the right foot
to the left foot. Second, she performed the repositioning at the left side of
the patient and shifted the weight from the left foot to the right foot (as
seen in Fig. 1.). The nurse whose GRFs were measured could choose her
working position by adjusting the height and place of the bed and place
her feet at a suitable place beside the bed on two force platforms. The
nurses were instructed to adjust the height of the bed as they would do it
at work. They adjusted the bed to the height instructed in nurse edu
cation, which is at knuckle height. The nurses performed the reposi
tioning of the patient first using the regular method and second, using
the slide film under the draw sheet. The nurses didn’t lean on the bed.
The length of each repositioning was estimated by the observer of the
study.
GRFs were measured using two force platforms, dimensions 508 ×
464 mm (model OR6-7 MA, AMTI Inc., MA, USA) embedded in the floor.
The sampling rate of GRF data was 1000 Hz and data was low-pass
filtered using 4th order Butterworth filter with cut-off frequency of
100 Hz. The full body motion was captured using 17 inertial measure
ment units (Xsens Awinda, Xsens Technologies B.V., Enschede,
Netherlands). The performed tasks were also recorded on video. GRFs
are divided into vertical and horizontal components in the analysis.
Horizontal component is resultant of x- and y-components (axes in
Fig. 1). Peak values of the vertical and horizontal components as well as
resultant of x-, y- and z-components of GRFs were chosen for numerical
analysis. The analysis is focused on the total GRF of the two feet.
Baseline of the resultant GRF describes the force considering the weight
of the nurse plus reaction force coming from the support of the patient at
the beginning of the task. The difference between peak and baseline of
the resultant GRF is used to describe the force needed in the task. Per
centage differences of the maximum force needed and peak vertical and
horizontal GRF are used in comparing the use of the two assistive de
vices. The start and end time instants of the boosting task were detected
from the resultant GRF, using a threshold value of 20 N over the base
line. The start time was the instant when the GRF crossed the threshold
value for the last time before the time instant of peak GRF. Corre
spondingly, the end time is the first time instant when GRF crossed the
threshold. The net impulse of force was calculated as the area between
baseline level and the resultant GRF curves.
Immediately after completion of each measured task, the nurse was
asked to rate her perceived physical exertion (RPE) to assess the total
load of the repositioning. The Borg CR10 scale, where 0.5 implies
“nothing at all” and 10 implies “extremely strong” was used as this scale
is estimated to be a valid indicator in high muscular loading (Jakobsen
et al., 2014) and levels of physical activity intensity (Theou et al., 2011).

(2011) to evaluate the differences between the slider system and tradi
tional bedsheet makeup. The slider system consisted of a slider draw
sheet and slider bottom sheet. Five female healthcare workers who were
unfamiliar with the slider system but were trained in manual patient
repositioning participated in the study. The tasks performed were
boosting and turning of a female 51 kg volunteer. Muscle activity (EMG)
and perception of effort (Borg RPE) were measured. The physical
resistive characteristics of the sheets were measured by determining the
coefficient of friction for different combinations of draw sheet. The re
sults showed that frictional resistance was 65% less in the slider system
than in the traditional bedsheet makeup. The EMG data revealed that
activity during boosting on the traditional bed makeup was greater than
with the slider system. The Borg RPE was greater in boosting with the
traditional bedsheet (4.5 ± 1.1) than in boosting with the slider system
(1.7 ± 0.5). Theou et al. (2011) conclude that lower friction sheet (slider
system) made repositioning patients easier as less force was needed.
In this article, our focus is on the physical load of health care workers
in one patient transfer situation, repositioning the patient that is
repeated numerous times in health care units in every work shift. The
objective of the study is to measure the force required of HCWs in a
boosting task when heavy immobile patients are repositioned toward
the head of the bed. Two experienced registered nurses repositioned two
heavy patients up in bed in a laboratory setting. The measured boosting
tasks were performed by using two methods: a regular sheet and a slide
film in double sheet condition.
2. Methods
A laboratory setting was planned to measure the physical load of
HCWs in boosting tasks. The study was performed as a case study of
repositioning two voluntary test persons acting as patients. Two
voluntary nurses performed the boosting task. The test patients were
repositioned towards the head of the hospital bed using two methods.
First, a cotton draw sheet was placed under the patient on top of a fitted
draw sheet in bed which is the regular method used in boosting a patient
(e.g. Weiner et al., 2017). Second, a cotton draw sheet was placed on a
new assistive device, a slide film, that was set in double sheet condition
with two sliding surfaces against each other.
Ethics approval was sought and gained from the Research Ethics
Committee of the Northern Savo Hospital District. Two voluntary nurses
with clinical work experience of 10 and 30 years in nursing performed
the tasks. They were both right-handed, they had not been diagnosed
with low back pain problems, and they had not worked together on any
occasion before the study. They both had normal body weights (65 kg
and 67 kg). Before performing the repositioning of the voluntary in
dividuals acting as patients, the nurses were first asked to handle the
patient with the technique they used during normal patient handling
situations without harming oneself. Second, the nurses were instructed
in the use of the slide film. Before the experiment, the nurses practiced
working together while repositioning a voluntary test person (165 cm,
60 kg) and used both the regular method and the slide film. This practice
was observed but not included in the data. Before the study both nurses
read and signed the informed consent form.
Two voluntary test persons acting as patients participated in the
study (one 185 cm tall, body mass of 125 kg and the other 178 cm tall,
body mass of 90 kg). They were instructed to just lie in the hospital bed
without cooperating in the boosting task. The patient participants read
and signed the informed consent forms. In the experiment, the nurses
repositioned the test persons who acted as patients first using the regular
method and second, a slide film that was in double sheet condition. The
slide film was set on the bed before the voluntary patient lay down. In
real hospital situations nurses should first turn the patient to both sides
while setting the slide film under the cotton draw sheet. The slide film,
CareCare TSF, is 50 cm wide and made of polypropylene - polyethylene
laminate (thickness 0,07 cm). One side of the film is friction reducing
and the other side is frictional. A sufficient length of film is dispensed

3. Results
The ground reaction forces (GRFs) required of nurses in
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Fig. 1. Left: Nurse 2 standing on the left side of the patient on two force platforms. Right: The kinematic modeling of nurse 2 on the force plates. The wearable orange
IMUs are visualized in the modeling. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)

repositioning tasks of two different patients weighing 90 kg and 125 kg
were measured on both sides of the bed. GRFs in repositioning the
heavier patient (125 kg) are presented graphically in Fig. 2. (nurse 1)
and Fig. 3. (nurse 2). The pink line and the pink square in the total
resultant GRF graph illustrate baseline and peak values. Vertical and
horizontal components and resultant GRF of the front foot and rear foot
and total GRF of the two feet are shown. The solid lines describe GRFs at

the right side of the patient; left foot at the head side and right foot at the
foot of the bed. Dotted lines describe GRFs at the left side of the patient;
right foot at head side and left foot at foot side of the bed.
The graphics in Figs. 2 and 3 show that using a slide film in double
sheet condition as an assistive device decreases the force needed in
repositioning the patient (125 kg) towards the head of the bed compared
to the regular draw sheet. The graphics show that the vertical GRF

Fig. 2. Ground reaction forces (F) as a function of time (t) while nurse 1 is repositioning patient 1 (125 kg). Solid lines: Nurse working on the right side of the patient,
dotted lines: nurse working on the left side of the patient.
4
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Fig. 3. Ground reaction forces (F) as a function of time (t) while nurse 2 is repositioning patient 1 (125 kg). (cf. Muona et al., 2016). Solid lines: Nurse working on the
right side of the patient, dotted lines: nurse working on the left side of the patient.

components did not differ from each other while using the two assistive
devices. In Fig. 3, it can be seen that the horizontal GRF of nurse 2 was
clearly lower while using slide film than while using regular sheet. The
resultant GRF was lower as well. There is no clear difference in the peak
GRFs between the devices in the repositioning task of nurse 1 when she
was repositioning the patient from the left side (dotted lines in all graphs
of Fig. 2). In the video recording, it can be observed that nurse 1 aimed
to lift patient 1 instead of fully utilizing the sliding opportunity while
repositioning the patient from the left side. This lifting required higher
use of force also when using the slide film. There is no significant dif
ference in the nurses’ GRFs between boosting on the left side or on the

right side of the patient.
Ground reaction force results using regular sheet and slide film in
double sheet condition during repositioning patient 1 (125 kg) and pa
tient 2 (90 kg) are presented in Tables 1 and 2. Peak values of vertical,
horizontal and resultant GRF, baseline of resultant GRF and the differ
ence between peak and baseline of resultant GRF are reported. In the
tables, “right” and “left” indicate on which side of the patient the nurse
was during the boosting task. Percentage difference of the two assistive
devices in each measurement pair is in parentheses. The difference be
tween peak and baseline of resultant GRF is used to describe the force
required in the repositioning task. The second important descriptive

Table 1
Ground reaction force results and boosting distances of nurse 1. Percentage difference of the two assistive devices in each measurement pair in parentheses. Data from
the two force platforms under both feet are included. On the third line, “right” and “left” indicate on which side of the patient the nurse worked. Peak vertical GRF is
also reported as a percentage of nurse 1’s body weight (65 kg = 638 N).
Patient 1 (125 kg)

Peak vertical GRF (N)
Peak vertical GRF, % of nurse weight
Peak horizontal GRF (N)
Peak resultant GRF (N)
Baseline of resultant GRF (N)
Peak-baseline-difference of resultant (N)
Duration of the boosting task (s)
Net impulse of force (Ns)
Observed boosting distance (cm)

Patient 2 (90 kg)

Regular sheet

Slide film

Regular sheet

Slide film

right

left

right (%)

left (%)

right

left

right (%)

left (%)

1041
163
153
1047
719.0
327.5
1.67
318
10

1051
165
148
1060
705.4
354.9
1.81
282
12

953 (− 8.5)
150 (− 8.5)
111 (− 27.1)
958 (− 8.4)
712.8 (− 0.9)
245.7 (− 25.0)
1.54 (− 8.0)
197 (− 38.2)
13

1074 (2.2)
168 (2.2)
180 (21.2)
1089 (2.7)
719.5 (2.4)
369.5 (4.1)
1.95 (8.0)
265 (− 6.2)
20

992
156
120
999
724.5
274.2
1.57
220
35

960
151
115
966
710.0
256.6
1.65
243
20

859 (− 13.4)
135 (− 13.4)
75 (− 37.3)
862 (− 13.6)
720.7 (− 0.5)
141.8 (− 48.3)
1.38 (− 12.3)
106 (− 51.6)
30

839 (− 12.6)
132 (− 12.6)
53 (− 54.1)
841 (− 13.0)
710.1 (0.1)
130.7 (− 49.0)
1.25 (− 24.1)
95 (− 60.8)
25
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Table 2
Ground reaction force results and boosting distances of nurse 2. Percentage difference of the two assistive devices in each measurement pair in parentheses. Data from
the two force platforms under both feet are included. On the third line, “right” and “left” indicate on which side of the patient the nurse worked. Peak vertical GRF is
also reported as a percentage of nurse 2’s body weight (67 kg = 657 N).
Patient 1 (125 kg)

Peak vertical GRF (N)
Peak vertical GRF, % of nurse weight
Peak horizontal GRF (N)
Peak resultant GRF (N)
Baseline of resultant GRF (N)
Peak-baseline-difference of resultant (N)
Duration of the boosting task (s)
Net impulse of force (Ns)
Observed boosting distance (cm)

Patient 2 (90 kg)

Regular sheet

Slide film

Regular sheet

Slide film

right

left

right (%)

left (%)

right

left

right (%)

left (%)

1001
152
302
1036
737.4
299.0
1.06
204
13

1050
160
271
1069
729.1
340.3
1.36
231
18

914 (− 8.7)
139 (− 8.7)
158 (− 47.9)
920 (− 11.3)
740.7 (0.4)
179.1 (− 40.1)
1.24 (17.4)
116 (− 43.3)
25

881 (− 16.1)
134 (− 16.1)
179 (− 33.9)
896 (− 16.2)
714.9 (− 1.9)
180.8 (− 46.9)
1.27 (− 7.1)
133 (− 42.4)
18

940
143
214
959
723.2
235.9
1.12
164
30

916
139
195
936
724.9
210.8
1.83
210
35

821 (− 12.6)
125 (− 12.6)
100 (− 53.6)
827 (− 13.7)
726.2 (0.4)
101.2 (− 57.1)
1.77 (57.6)
98 (− 40.2)
30

832 (− 9.2)
127 (− 9.2)
102 (− 47.8)
838 (− 10.5)
716.7 (− 1.1)
120.8 (− 42.7)
1.98 (8.4)
102 (− 51.4)
35

variable is horizontal GRF. Vertical GRF is also reported as a percentage
of the nurses’ weights to enable direct comparison with the results of
Amini Pay et al. (2021).
Reduction in vertical GRF was 9.8% (8.1% for nurse 1 and 11.6% for
nurse 2). The highest value of the peak horizontal GRF (302 N) was
measured for nurse 2 in the use of the regular sheet on the right side of
the patient. Horizontal GRF results show that nurse 1 produced less force
in the horizontal direction than nurse 2. The reduction in the horizontal
GRF was on average 35.1% (24.3% nurse 1 and 45.8% nurse 2). The
reduction in the force needed in the task (difference between peak and
baseline of resultant GRF) was on average 38.1% (29.6% nurse 1 and
46.7% nurse 2). Measurements show that the use of slide film decreased
the force nurses needed in repositioning the patient compared to regular
sheet. The average duration of the boosting task using regular sheet was
1.51 s (SD 0.28) and 1.55 s (SD 0.29) using slide film. On average, the
net impulse of force for the regular sheet was 234 Ns (SD 44.8) and 139
Ns (SD 56.9) for the slide film, i.e., a 40.6% reduction in the net impulse
of force was achieved with the slide film.
There is a connection between the weight of the patient and the
observed boosting distance. The distance was shorter in every transfer of
the heavier patient with both assistive devices.
Full body kinematics of nurses during repositioning tasks were
modelled using data from inertial measurement units. Kinematics of
nurse 2 while repositioning patient 1 from the left side using regular
sheet and slide film are shown in Video 1 side by side. Differences in
upper and lower limb kinematics between the two tasks are clearly
visible. Ground reaction force vectors are visualized in Video 1 as blue
and green lines.
Supplementary video related to this article can be found at https://
doi.org/10.1016/j.ergon.2022.103302.
The nurses estimated the physical load of each transfer using the

Borg CR10 scale (RPE). The estimations are presented in Table 3.
The RPE value using the regular sheet was between 4 and 10 rated by
nurse 1 and between 3 and 8 rated by nurse 2. The nurses rated the RPE
in using the regular sheet on average as 7 (nurse 1) and 5.5 (nurse 2).
The RPE value using slide film in double sheet condition was 0.5 in all
cases rated by nurse 1 and between 1 and 4 rated by nurse 2. Using the
slide film was estimated on average as 0.5 (nurse 1) and 2.5 (nurse 2).
Table 3 shows that physical load is experienced individually. Nurse 1
used less force in repositioning the patient with the regular sheet than
nurse 2, but she perceived the exertion higher. The difference in RPE
ratings while using regular sheet and slide film as assistive devices in
repositioning is significant. The average RPE rating for using regular
sheet in repositioning (n = 8) was 6.25 and the average RPE rating for
using slide film (n = 8) was 1.5. However, nurse 1 estimated all tasks
performed with slide film as 0.5 (“nothing at all”) which is in slight
contrast with observations of her performing the tasks, especially when
boosting the heavier patient.
4. Discussion
In our study, the physical load of repositioning a heavy patient up in
bed was measured. Two nurses repositioned the patients (90 kg and 120
kg) using two assistive devices: first, a cotton draw sheet placed on top of
a fitted draw sheet in bed (regular sheet) and second, on top of a slide
film set in double sheet condition. Our main result is that the force
needed in repositioning a supine patient towards the head of the bed is
significantly lower using the slide film than using the regular sheet.
Percentage differences in total force required in patient repositioning
show that nurses gained on average a 38.1% reduction in the total peak
force and a 40.6% reduction in the net impulse of force. This result
shows that the physical load in patient transfers and repositioning can be
lowered by using light assistive devices.
Our result is in line with the results of the study by Amini Pay et al.
(2021) in which caregivers used a slide sheet in patient boosting tasks.
The same slide sheet set in three different ways all resulted in 6–12
percent lower normalized vertical ground reaction force compared with
their baseline method (no slide sheet) for boosting a patient weighing
70 kg when the boosting was performed by one person from the head
side of the bed. In our study, two nurses performed the boosting task of
heavier patients (90 kg and 120 kg) from the side of the bed, and vertical
GRF was on average 9.8 percent lower using the slide film compared
with using the regular sheet.
Reducing the physical load in health care work is important for
securing the safety of HCWs and preventing musculoskeletal complaints
and disorders in the future. Bartnik and Rice (2013) have shown that the
use of friction reducing slide sheets produces lighter internal spinal loads
compared to traditional cotton sheets. Larson et al. (2018) used the
double sheet condition which resulted in significantly lower force gen
eration than the single sheet condition. In our study, the focus was on

Table 3
RPE values rated by nurses using the Borg CR10 scale.

Patient 1 (125 kg)
Nurse 1 RPE (Borg CR10
scale)
Nurse 2 RPE (Borg CR10
scale)
Patient 2 (90 kg)
Nurse 1 RPE (Borg CR10
scale)
Nurse 2 RPE (Borg CR10
scale)

Repositioning from the
right side of the patient

Repositioning from the
left side of the patient

Regular
sheet
8

Slide
film
0.5

Regular
sheet
10

Slide
film
0.5

8

4

7

3

Regular
sheet
4

Slide
film
0.5

Regular
sheet
6

Slide
film
0.5

4

2

3

1
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GRF that allowed the measurement of the force needed in repositioning
the patient, which was reduced by using the slide film. This reduction is
similar to the results by Bartnik and Rice (2013), Larson et al. (2018) and
Amini Pay et al. (2021), who used different kinds of slide sheets and
materials in patient transfers in their studies.
Perceived exertion ratings (RPEs) in repositioning a patient in our
study are also in line with previous studies in which RPEs have been
lower for slide sheets than for the regular draw sheet (Theou et al., 2011;
Weiner et al., 2017; Amini Pay et al., 2021). Measuring RPEs in relation
to GRFs, however, raised an issue of reliability. In one repositioning of
the heavier patient, the nurse lifted the patient instead of fully sliding
and the measured GRF was high. The nurse’s own estimation of
perceived exertion for this particular task was low. However, the repo
sitioning time was short which might explain the low perceived exer
tion. This study did not evaluate the physical stress required to place the
repositioning aids under the patient, but the relatively low forces asso
ciated with turning the patient (Wiggermann et al., 2021) suggest that
repositioning aids can be installed safely.
Our study has limitations. We measured and analyzed two conditions
for a total of 16 repositioning situations of two patients by two nurses.
The forces required for different patients and different transfer tech
niques may be different with other individual HCWs. We have used the
difference between peak GRF to baseline GRF to describe the required
forces in repositioning. As this force difference is compared only within
one subject, it reflects the difference in required forces. We were not able
to analyze the compressive forces of the lumbar spine since the exact
position of modelled kinematics with respect to force plates could not be
determined using data from inertial measurement units. The method to
detect durations of the boosting task was simple thresholding of force,
and thus not very accurate. However, inaccuracies in durations have
only minor effects on the net force impulses, since net force values
during the first and the last time frames are very small.
Based on previous research on the use of slide sheets, it seems that
slide sheets have the potential to reduce injuries in common patient
handling tasks, such as repositioning a patient up in bed. However, our
study does not provide evidence that using the slide film in repositioning
patients in bed protects against a risk of injury or reduces injuries, as we
were not able to measure if the compressive forces in the lumbar spine
were below the accepted levels. In addition, it is possible that even if
sliding sheets or slide film are used, HCWs might lift the patient as that is
the way they are used to work. In case the aim is to completely avoid
injuries or a risk of injury related to patient transfers in bed, the only
evidenced method is to use lift equipment (Wiggermann et al., 2021).
Our study shows that using slide film in double condition (two
sliding surfaces against each other) in repositioning a patient reduces
the force required of HCWs. Using friction reducing devices, especially
when boosting heavy patients, may have an impact on reducing
musculoskeletal disorders and complaints among health care workers.
This would require more research on the topic and longitudinal research
designs. According to Hignett (2003), technical training of using assis
tive devices is not sufficient to change staff culture, and multifactorial
interventions are more successful in learning to use assistive devices
creating a culture of safety for patients and HCWs.

Observations of the boosting tasks showed that it is possible to learn
the use of a new assistive device in a short work place instruction and
gain a significant reduction in the use of force. The instruction for the
use of a new device should be compact, the instructor should observe the
use in practice up to a level that the user gains the optimal benefit of the
new device. If the first time using a new device creates a successful
experience for the user, this can lead to continuous use of assistive de
vices, and lessen the force needed in repositioning patients in bed.
The forces required in manual patient handling have increased as the
patients have become heavier. As shown in international statistics,
worldwide obesity has nearly tripled since 1975, and 39% of the adult
population were overweight and 13% obese in 2016 (WHO et al., 2021).
This has had an impact on the physical force that HCWs need in patient
transfers. It is plausible that the situations in which HCWs do not have
enough physical strength to perform tasks such as repositioning heavy
patients in bed are common, and it will become necessary to use assistive
devices such as sliding sheets or slide film.
The results of our study can be used in education and workplace
training programs of nurses and HCWs who perform boosting tasks daily
in their work. Especially in programs aiming to enhance working con
ditions and ergonomics, the use of slide film in boosting tasks can lead to
reduction of physical load. This may prevent future musculoskeletal
complaints as the physical force needed in every day work is lighter. If
the physical load of HCWs in everyday patient transfers can be
decreased, hospital wards and health care units can become healthier
places to work and HCWs can maintain their well-being at work.
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5. Conclusion
Based on previous studies and the present study, the use of friction
reducing slide sheets in repositioning patients provides biomedical
benefits, requires less force and decreases perceived workload. In our
study, we measured the force and the impulse of force of a nurse in
repositioning a heavy patient together with another nurse, which is the
most common way to boost a patient in a hospital. It is possible to reduce
the peak force and the impulse of force required in repositioning heavy
patients by using the slide film. On the average, the use of slide film in
boosting reduced the peak force by 38.1% and the impulse of force by
40.6% compared with the use of regular sheet.
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